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1. REVIEW OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAMME AKD BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1962: 
Item Д.Д of the Agenda (Official Records No, 104) (continued from the seventh 
meeting, sections 1 and "2)""“ 

Adoption of the Board
1

s report (Documents ЕВ26/Д1 and SB26/WP/4) 

The CHAIRMAN invited Dr Schandorf^ as Rapporteur^ to introduce the draft report 

on the Board
T

s examination of the proposed programme and budget estimates for 1962. 

Dr SCHANDORF 'said that^ following the review by the Board of the third report 

of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance (document EB26/41), which was 

the Standing Committee
T

 s report on the programme and budget estimates, the 

Rapporteurs now submitted, in document ЕВ2бДГР/Д, a number of draft additions and 

amendments to that report• The paragraphs proposed for insertion at the appropriate 

places in Chapters II and IV represented the conclusions of the Board after its own 

review of the estimates, and the revised Chapter V contained the Board
T

s owi 

recommendations as determined in the discussion held that morning. 

Apart from the additions and amendments set out in document EB26/WP/4^ the 

Rapporteurs suggested that the Secretariat^ when having the report printed^ should 

include in the expanded introduction a reference to the fact that because of the 

unusual arrangements at the session all members of the Board had been able to take 

part in the work of the Standing Committee and to raise questions during the 

discussions. 

The Board would recall that at its meeting that morning it had accepted the 

Director-General
?

 s suggestion that the appendices to the final report should include 

revised assessment tables similar to those appearing on pages 10-12 of Official 

Records No. 104 and based on the effective working budget for 1962 recoîiimendsd by the 

Board. 
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The Rapporteurs further suggested that the Secretariat, in line with the usual 

practice, should be allowed to make any minor editorial corrections found necessary 

when the report was printed. 

Dr BUTROV asked whether the Board was called upon to adopt the Board
1

s report 

as a whole or only the contents of the supplementary document EB26/V/P/4. , 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General^ said that the report consisted of 

document EB26/41, which had been approved that morning, together with a number of 

additions contained, in the twelve pages of document EB26/WP/4, If the various 

paragraphs contained on pages 2-5 of document EB26/VP/4 were inserted at the 

appropriate places in document EB26/4l^ and if the revised Chapter V on pages 6-12 

of document EB26/WPA were substituted for Chapter V on pages 115-122 of document 

EB26/41, the result would be the report as it was to be printed, 

Dr BUTROV thanked the Deputy Director-General for his explanation. 

During the discussion that morning o: document EB26/4l^ he hc,d reiterated his 

position regarding two matters dealt with in the report on which he had previously 

had occasion to state his views : the recommendations regarding the proposed 

budgetary provisions for administrative costs, and the re с ommendati ons regarding the 

partial integration of the Malaria Eradication Special Account into the regular 

budget• He would not repeat the reasons for his opposition to those recommendations, 

but merely wished it to be placed on record that he would not vote for the report as 

presented. 

The CHAIRMAN put the draft report to the vote. 

Decision; The report was adopted by l6 votes to one, with no abstentions (f
o r 

published text, see Official Records No. 107)• 
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2 . CLOSURE OP THE SESSION 

The CHAIRMAN remarked that the session now closing, which had been held at an 

unusual time of the year, with an agenda which, as Professor Aujaleu had said at the 

the first meeting, was half-way between the traditional agendas of the January and 

June sessions, had had, among other privileges, that of noting the coming into 

force of the constitutional amendments bringing the Board's membership to twenty-

four; that of hearing the first report of the Director-General on the magnificent 

work already accomplished and still under way in the Republic of the Congo 

(Leopoldville)； and that of discussing certain new approaches to the financing of 

the malaria eradication programme. Members had also had the advantage of being 

able to follow day by day, instead of receiving after its completion, the detailed 

scrutiny of the Director-General
f

s programme and budget proposals which was the 

important responsibility of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance -

and, in that connexion^ he took the opportunity of expressing to Mr Brady the 

appreciation of the Board as a whole for his able chairmanship of the Standing 

Committee. 

Nevertheless， if the Board could be satisfied with the way in which it had 

accomplished its task, it was less because of the special features he had mentioned 

than because of the more permanent and regular purposes members had done their best 

to serve - the purposes for which the Executive Board had been established in WHO
f

s 

Constitution as one of its main organs. Among those purposes, mention must be 

made first and foremost of the Board's responsibility to review the programme and 

budget proposals of the Director-General, and its power to address recommendations 

on those proposals to the Health Assembly, 
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Members had had opportunities to witness many aspects of the maturity and. 

constant growth о上’the Organization: the steps taken to assist new arid emerging 

States, the establishment of a new sub-account for assistance to the Congo within 

the Voluntary Fund for Health Promotion, the establishment of a Standing Committee 

for the new headquarters building. Concerning that last point, he felt that the 

Board should pay tribute to all those who had made it possible to launch such a big 

enterprise, in particular, the Swiss Federal authorities,, the authorities of the 

Canton and Republic of Geneva, the architect, the Director-General and his staff. 

At the same time, it must be realized that the Board had now been given by the Health 

Assembly in connexion with the new building an important degree of responsibility. 

Another sign of the maturity of the Organization, perhaps, was the w the 

Director-General and his staff, including those the Board members never ssri, had 

helped them, and himself in particular, to discharge their duties. 

They would, be meeting again in January 196l, for the last time as an eighteen-

m e r

'
b e r

 Board, and for the first time in New Delhi, thanks to the generous hospitality 

of their Indian friends. He wished all members a good Journey ho:ne. 

Dr HOURIHANE said how greatly all members of the Board had appreciated the 

privilege cf m-eting under so skilled a chairmanship. He also wished on their 

behalf to thank the Vice-Chairman and the Rapporteurs for the efficiency with which 

they had carried out their functions. He concluded his remarks with an арргесз ative 

reference to the Secretáriat. 

The CHAIRMAN declared the twenty-sixth session of the Executive Board, closed. 

The meeting rose at 5>30 p.m. 



Members submitting corrections to provisional minutes which they receive 
after the close of the session are kindly requested to do so by return of post, 
in order that the definitive minutes may be sent to Member States as soon as 
possible• Such corrections should be addressed to Chief Editor, Official 
Records, World Health Organization, Palais des Nations, Geneva, Switzerland. 

ШО/23.6О 
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#
 REVIEW OP THE PROPOSED PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES POR 1962: 

Item 4Л of the Agenda (Official Records No. 104) (continued) 

Adoption of the Board
f

s report (Documents EB26/41 and EB26/WP/4) 

The CHAIRMAN invited Dr Schandorf, as Rapporteur, to introduce the draft report 

on the Board
f

s examination of the proposed programme and budget estimates for 1962• 

Dr SCHANDORF said that, following the review by the Board of the third report 

of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance (document EB26/41), which was 

the Standing Committee
 r

s report on the programme and budget estimates, the 

Rapporteurs now submitted. In document EB26/WPA, a number of draft additions and 

amendments to that report• The paragraphs proposed for insertion at the appropriate 

places in Chapters II and IV represented the conclusions of the Board after its own 

review of the estimates, and the revised Chapter V contained the Board
1

s own 

recommendations as determined in the discussion held that morning. 

Apart from the additions and amendments set out in document EB26/Wp/^, the 

Rapporteurs suggested that the Secretariat, when having the report printed, should 

include in the expanded introduction a reference to the fact that because of the 

unusual arrangements at the session all members of the Board had been able to take 

part in the work of the Standing Committee and to raise questions during the 

discussions• 

The Board would recall that at its meeting that morning it had accepted the 

Director-General
f

s suggestion that the appendices to the final report should include 

revised assessment tables similar to those appearing on pages 10-12 of Official 

Records No# 104 and based on the effective working budget for 1962 recommended by the 

Board. 
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The Rapporteurs further suggested that the Secretariat, in line with the usual 

practice^ should be allowed to make any minor editorial corrections found necessary 

when the report was printed » 

Dr BUTROV asked whether the Board was called upon to adopt the Board
T

 s report 

as a whole or only the contents of the supplementary document EB26/\Ñ?/^ • 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General^ said that the report consisted of 

document ЕВ26/斗 which had been approved that morning, together with а пшпЪег of 

additions contained in the twe.lve pages of document EB26Д/Р/4• If the various 

paragraphs contained on pages 2-5 cf document EB26/WP/4- were inserted at the 

appropriate places in document EB2o/bl
>
 and if the revised Chapter V on pages 6-12 

of document EB2Ó./WP/斗 were substituted for Chapter V on pages 115-122 of document 

EB26/
1

I1
/
 the result would be the report as it was to be printed• 

Dr BUTRG7 thanked the Deputy Director-General for his explanation. 

During the discussion that morning of document EB26/41, he had reiterated his 

position regarding two matters dealt with in the report on which he had previously 

had occasion to state his views^ the recommendations regarding the proposed 

budgetary provisions for administrative costs^ and the recommendations regarding the 

partial Integration of the Malaria Eradication Special Account into the regular 

budget о He would not repeat the reasons for his opposition to those recommendations 

but merely wished It to be placed on record that he would not vote for the report as 

presented。 

The CHAIRMAN put the draft report to tbe vote, 

^Qcision^ ТЬе report was adopted by 16 votes to one， with no abstentions• 
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2 . CLOSURE OP THE SESSION 

The CHAIRMAN remarked that the session now closing, which had been held at an 

unusual time of the year, with an agenda which, as Professor Aujaleu had said at the 

the first meeting, was half-way between the traditional agendas of the January and 

June sessions, had had, among other privileges, that of noting the coming into 

force of the constitutional amendments bringing the Board's membership to twenty-

f O U r ; t h a t o f h e a r i n

S
 t h e f i r s t

 report of the Director-General on the magnificent 

work already accomplished and still under way in the Republic of the Congo 

(Leopoldville)； and that of discussing certain new approaches to the financing of 

the malaria eradication programme. Members had also had the advantage of being 

able to follow day by day, instead of receiving after its completion, the detailed 

scrutiny of the Director-General's programe and budget proposals which was the 

important responsibility of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance -

and, in that connexion, he took the opportunity of expressing to Mr Brady the 

appreciation of the Board as a whole for his able chairmanship of the Standing 

Committee. 

Nevertheless, if the Board could be satisfied with the way in which it had 

accomplished its task, it was less because of the special features he had mentioned 

than because of the more permanent and regular purposes members had done their best 

to serve - the purposes for which the Executive Board had been established in WHO's 

Constitution as one of its main organs. Among those purposes, mention must be 

made first and foremost of the Board's responsibility to review the programme and 

budget Proposals of the Director-General, and its power to address recommendations 

on those proposals to the Health Assembly. 
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Members had had opportunities to witness many aspects of the maturity and 

constant growth of the Organizations the steps taken to assist new and emerging 

States, the establishment of a new sub-account for assistance to the Congo within 

the Voluntary Fund for Health Promotion, the establishment of a Standing Committee 

for the new headquarters building. Concerning that last point, he felt that the 

Board should pay tribute to all those who had made it possible to launch such a big 

enterprise, in particular, the Swiss Federal authorities, the authorities of the 

Canton and Republic of Geneva, the architect, the Director-General and his staff• 

At the same time, it must be realized that the Board had now been given by the Health 

Assembly in connexion with the new building an important degree of responsibility• 

Another sign of the maturity of the Organization, perhaps, was the way the 

Director-General and his staff, including those the Board members never saw, had 

helped them, and himself in particular, to discharge their duties• 

They would be meeting again in January 196l> for the last time as an eighteen-

member Board, and for the first time in New Delhi, thanks to the generous hospitality 

of their Indian friends « He wished all members a good Journey home, 

Dr HOURIHANE said, how greatly all members of the Board had appreciated the 

privilege of meeting under so skilled a chairmanship« He also wished on their 

behalf to thank the Vice-Chairman and the Rapporteurs for the efficiency with which 

they had carried out their functions• He concluded his remarks with an appreciative 

reference to the Secretariate 

The CHAIRMAN declared the twenty-sixth session of the Executive Board closed• 

The meeting rose at 5*30 


